We simulated the threshold displacement energies (E d ), the related displacement and defect formation probabilities, and the energy barriers in LaPO 4 monazite-type ceramics. The obtained E d values for La, P, O primary knock-on atoms (PKA) are 56 eV, 75 eV and 8 eV, respectively. We found that these energies can be correlated with the energy barriers that separate the defect from the initial states. The E d values are about twice the values of energy barriers, which is explained through an efficient dissipation of the PKA kinetic energy in the considered system. The computed E d were used in simulations of the extent of radiation damage in La 0.2 Gd 0.8 PO 4 solid solution, investigated experimentally. We found that this lanthanide phosphate fully amorphises in the ion beam experiments for fluences higher than ∼ 10 13 ions/cm 2 .
up the proper conditions of the irradiation experiments.
52
We also report our first results on the ion beam irradia-53 tion of this material. 
which A, B and C parameters for Ln-O interactions have 60 been fitted so the classical simulation reproduce the ab 61 initio data of Blanca-Romero et al. [7] , and the parame- Henson [28] and Girard et al. [29] . All the parameters 64 are given in Table 1 . 
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In the considered case, the difference is about 12 eV.
207
This value is independent of the initial PKA kinetic en- 
